
URINE SENSING FLUSH VALVE KIT
[118042]

Outlet Removable self-locating ceramic raised overflow grate. The unique design of the trap 
allows for a high ratio of water exchange at low flush volumes, which assists in the 
removal of urine from the system. Trap is supplied with a wall fixation bracket and kee 
seal for push on connection to 50mm PVC DWV waste pipe. 

Electronic 6V DC latching solenoid valve including  shut off valve and air break.
Solenoid Valve The solenoid cartridge has a built in strainer easily accessible for maintenance. 

Power Supply 240 V - 6 V 

Self-diagnostics When power is first connected (or resumes) the controller will perform a series of 
automatic self-checks with audible feedback to confirm all components are functional. 
The diagnostics program also assists in fault detection.

Cleaning cycle By useing the magnetic janitor switch three types of cleaning cycle can be selected. (1) A 
cleaning cycle can be set that suspends all flushing for 5 minutes to provide for cleaning. 
A full flush will automatically occur at the conclusion of this cycle. (2) A single full flush 
can be activated on demand.(3) An interval cleaning cycle can be called, where the 
system switches off for 2 minutes to allow for example the use of a descale liquid. The 
unit will then initiate 5 short reduced flow flushes at pre-set intervals followed by a final 
full flush.

Overflow The flush valve will stop flushing once liquid has built up inside the urinal bowl. This will 
protection prevent water overflowing in the event of pipe blockage.

Flushing modes By using the magnetic janitor switch 3 flushing programs can be selected. The programs 
can be changed by holding a magnetic key close to the janitors switch. Audible feedback 
will confirm program changes. The factory set program performs as follows: If a user is 
detected the urinal will be flushed within 10 seconds after the user has finished. The 
sensor can also detect high frequency usage, if there are 2 users visiting the urinal within 
2 minutes, the controller switches automatically to high usage. The now activated high 
usage function conserves water. From now on only half flushes will be triggered for every 
person that visits the urinal. The half flush will ensure that every user gets to use a clean 
urinal while water is conserved in the process. If there is no user visiting the urinal for 3 
minutes, a full flush (0.8l) is activated to wash down the urinal and flush the trap. Now the 
controller switches back to full flush after every use. There are two additional programs 
selectable which work in a similar way as described above. These programs have longer 
waiting periods that enable greater water conservation.

Janitor’s flush If the sensor does not detect any usage for 48 hours the urinal will be automatically 
flushed once. This prevents the trap from drying out and prevents a subsequent odour. 

Cleaning To avoid calcium and Struvite build up, a regular maintenance schedule is recommended 
using suitable type toilet cleaners.

Power consumption 0.3W

Flush volume Approximately 800ml. 

Dynamic minimum 360KPA, maximum 475KPA.
water pressure 
 

Warranty Urinal: 10 year product replacement.
Urinal Flush Valve: 1 year product replacement within the first year.
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Note: Recommended rim height 650mm from finished floor level.

Access Panel 
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Note:
Cable length from GPO to Solenoid 1.3m
Cable length from Solenoid to Electronic Control Box 3m

Access Panel 
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